Adult Fiction Titles

- **BLACK CAKE** by Charmaine Wilkerson
- **THE BLUE, BEAUTIFUL WORLD** by Karen Lord
- **BROTHER, SISTER, MOTHER, EXPLORER** by Jaden Fiqueros
- **COCONUT DROP DEAD** by Olivia Matthews
- **EVERYTHING INSIDE** by Edwidge Danticat
- **HOW NOT TO DROWN IN A GLASS OF WATER** by Angie Cruz
- **THE ISLANDS** by Dionne Irving
- **THE MERMAID OF BLACK CONCH** by Monique Roffey
- **MONSTER IN THE MIDDLE** by Tiphanie Yanique
- **MOON WITCH SPIDER KING** by Marlon James
- **RIVER SING ME HOME** by Eleanor Shearer
- **WHAT START BAD A MORNIN’** by Carol Mitchell